“Cool”Technology Takes Heat Out Of Summer Utility Bills
What’s Inside Your Home’s Air Conditioner Makes A Difference

Lower Your Cholesterol
Diamonds Deliver Scoop On Celebrity Style
(NAPSA)—What do diamond
engagement rings say about the
celebrities who wear them?
While any diamond shape is an
expression of beauty, each fancy
shaped diamond reflects a certain
style.
The most expressive fancy
shaped diamonds are the marquise, heart, teardrop (also known
as pear) and oval. Now seen on the
fashion runways, in magazines
and on the fingers of celebrities,
their popularity stems from a
woman’s desire to showcase her
individuality.
For example,
the luxurious
oval-shaped diamond conveys
an impression of
luxury, regardless of how it is
worn. Fun-loving women who
often let their true wild side shine
through are drawn to this diamond shape.
A sparkling example is Toni
Braxton, who wears a beautifully
symmetrical engagement ring,
which she designed herself on
www.adiamondisforever.com, with
an oval-shaped center stone
flanked by heart shaped side
stones, totaling 4.5 carats.
Whitney Houston’s engagement
ring also features a stunning 4carat oval-shaped center stone with
trillions on the sides.
Heart-shaped diamonds beautifully and simply
reflect a relationship that is
meant to last
“happily ever
after.”
Although the
heart is feminine and delicate, its
spectacular shape captures all the
attention it deserves, because it is
difficult to cut. Ever the romantic,
Joan Collins wears an old-mine,
heart-shaped, cushion cut solitaire in an antique setting.
There is nothing understated
about the marquise-cut diamond.

Fancy diamond shapes reflect
individual style and personality,
making them a favorite with several celebrities.
This dramatic,
elongated diamond
shape
exudes confidence and passion. Catherine
Zeta-Jones
sports an engagement ring
with a dazzling
10 carat marquise-cut diamond set
sideways.
Victoria Beckham, a.k.a. “Posh
Spice”, also prefers the marquise
and wears a 3-carat diamond solitaire flanked by trillions.
The teardrop (or pear) shape
remains timeless, elegantly conveying both intimacy and excitement. When set
in a ring, the
point of the diamond is typically worn facing outward.
Singer Jessica
Simpson wears
a 4-carat, pearshaped center stone, flanked by
trillions.
Fancy shape diamonds do more
than express devotion—they captivate the imagination and allow
women to showcase their unique
style and individual personality,
making them a true favorite
among celebrities.

***
All good activities which encourage people to learn how to live
with one another pleasantly and to develop a sense of humor
improve living.
—Leonard Carmichael
***

***
Criticism should not be querulous and wasting, all knife and rootpuller, but guiding, instructive, inspiring.
—Ralph Waldo Emerson
***

(NAPSA)—If high cholesterol
has you scared stiff, take heart.
You can combat the number one
risk factor for heart disease,
which is responsible for 1/3 of all
deaths worldwide.

With plant sterols, you can
lower your cholesterol naturally.
Phytosterols are plant lipids
that are naturally present in vegetables, fruits, and grains. When
phytosterols, or plant sterols,
reach the digestive tract, they
block gastrointestinal absorption
of dietary cholesterol into the
bloodstream, lowering serum cholesterol. By including phytosterols
as part of a healthy diet that is
also low in saturated fat and cholesterol, you can lower your cholesterol level and improve your
overall cardiovascular health.
The first company to receive
Food and Drug Administration
permission to make heart health
claims for a broader range of foods
and beverages containing phytosterols, Cargill Health & Food
Technologies says its product,
CoroWise™ phytosterols, can make
foods that were already good for
you even better. Look for the CoroWise™ logo on the labels of hearthealthy foods, beverages and
dietary supplements containing
Cargill’s phytosterols. To learn
more, visit www.corowise.com.

***
The virtue of the imagination
is its reaching, by intuition and
intensity, a more essential truth
than is seen at the surface of
things.
—John Ruskin
***

***
Imagination disposes of everything; it creates beauty, justice,
happiness, which is everything
in this world.
—Blaise Pascal
***
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by Tom Bettcher
(NAPSA)—For many homeowners, the sound of an aging air
conditioner signals a seasonal
pocketbook question: how to beat
the heat without breaking a sweat
over the electric bill?
If your air conditioner is more
than 10 years old, it might be time
to upgrade to a more energy-efficient system. A new, high-efficiency air conditioner can save
homeowners up to 40 percent on
their cooling bill compared to
older systems, according to the
U.S. Department of Energy.
This year, approximately four
million homeowners are expected
to replace their air conditioning
systems. When it comes to air conditioning, the type of technology
used “inside the box” makes a big
difference in its energy efficiency,
sound level, and its environmental
friendliness. Here are three things
to consider:
1. Know what’s inside. The
most important component and
biggest energy user in any air conditioner is the compressor—the
“engine.” In central air conditioners, the compressor is located in
the outdoor unit. For the best
energy efficiency and quieter operation, homeowners should look for
central air conditioning systems
or heat pumps that use “scroll”
compressor technology.
Scroll compressors are up to 15
percent more energy efficient and
operate three times quieter compared to older reciprocating (piston-type) compressors. With only
five moving parts compared to 10
moving parts found in traditional
compressors, scroll compressors
also are more reliable.
2. Consider new two-stage
systems. Ever wonder why the
“engine” of your home air conditioner only runs at full throttle to
cool your house? Emerson Climate
Technologies took on this engineering challenge and developed
Copeland Scroll UltraTech, an
innovative two-stage scroll com-

pressor that operates the air conditioner at an energy-saving twothirds capacity approximately 80
percent of the time, running at
“full throttle” only on the hottest
days.
The benefit for homeowners is a
more even indoor temperature, better humidity control, and improved
energy efficiency. Several major air
conditioner manufacturers are now
using this technology in their new
top-of-the-line systems.
3. Regulatory changes create choices. Air conditioning systems and heat pumps made in the
United States today must meet a
minimum rating of 10 SEER (seasonal energy efficiency ratio).
That efficiency standard is set to
be raised to 12 SEER, a 20 percent increase, in 2006. Thanks to
scroll compressor technology,
manufacturers already offer a
wide range of high-efficiency air
conditioning systems, rated from
12 SEER to as high as 19 SEER.
Homeowners also have a choice
of systems using the R-22 refrigerant or R-410A, a chlorine-free
refrigerant. R-22 has been linked
to ozone depletion and the United
States has agreed to phase out its
use in new air conditioners starting in 2010. Major manufacturers
have begun offering systems that
use the environmentally friendly
R-410A refrigerant. Scroll compressors designed for R-410A have
been found to provide even
greater energy efficiency, reliability and sound benefits than their
R-22 cousins.
When it comes to buying an air
conditioner, it pays to ask your
contractor what’s the “cool” technology inside the system that will
really make your home more comfortable, cut your utility bills and
be better for the environment.
• Tom Bettcher is executive vice
president of Emerson Climate Technologies, a business of Emerson
(NYSE:EMR). For more information about air conditioning technology, visit www.GoToEmerson.com.

(NAPSA)—When it comes to
dazzling jewelry, this season
sparkles with some scene-stealing
trends. “Trying on” some of these
jewelry looks for men, women and
children is easier with new technology found at one new Web site,
Ora jewels.com. By way of a virtual model, shoppers and giftgivers are able to gain an accurate
view of how earrings or a necklace
will look when worn.
Many experts believe that by
leasing IT solutions, a small
business has the ability to “pay
as it grows” through low monthly
payments. In addition, leasing
frees up IT capital funds that
can now be directed toward other
investments. One company, HP
Financial Services, specializes in
providing small and medium
businesses with flexible, simple
and total cost-reducing financial
services. It offers what it

describes as a suite of “acquire to
retire” financial services. In
addition to leasing IT equipment,
it also offers pre-owned equipment and helps a company dispose of existing older equipment.
To learn more, visit www.hp.
com/Go/HPFinancialServices or
call toll free 1-888-277-5942.

